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Two-dimensional vibrational spectroscopy of a double minimum system
in a dissipative environment

O. Kühna) and Y. Tanimurab)

Institute for Molecular Science, Nishigonaka 38, Myodaiji, Okazaki, Aichi 444-8585, Japan

~Received 10 March 2003; accepted 23 April 2003!

A dissipative bistable system presents the simplest model to describe condensed phase reaction
dynamics. Using a quantum master equation approach to calculate multitime dipole correlation
functions we demonstrate how the dissipative dynamics can be characterized by time-resolved
third-order infrared spectroscopy. Thereby we incorporate bilinear and linear–quadratic system–
bath interaction into the Redfield relaxation tensor. Investigating equilibrium and nonequilibrium
initial conditions for a symmetric system it is shown that bath-induced coherence transfer can have
a dramatic influence on the two-dimensional signals. This occurs when the inverse of the ground
state tunneling splitting is of the order of the coherence transfer time. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1582841#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multidimensional vibrational spectroscopy1–3 has been
proven to be a versatile tool to study such diverse topics
the inhomogeneity of liquids molecules,4 the anharmonicity
of potentials,5–7 vibrational mode coupling,8–13 dephasing
mechanisms,14–16 and structural changes of larg
molecules.17–22For the fifth-order Raman spectroscopy,4 sig-
nals corresponding to various Raman polarizability ten
elements were measured for the intermolecular vibratio
modes of liquid CS2 ~Refs. 23–25! and solutions of CS2
~Ref. 26! by minimizing the cascade contributions,27,28which
were underestimated in the initial experiments.29–31Theoret-
ical analysis of the experimental results have been base
instantaneous normal modes32,33 and classical molecular dy
namics simulations.34–36 For the third-order IR experiments
the two-dimensional~2D! Fourier plots of the three-puls
vibrational echo technique were applied to the conform
tional fluctuation of an a-helical peptide,37 metal
carbonyls,38 and model dipeptides.39 Theoretical studies o
IR signals by means of molecular dynamics41,40 or quantum
chemistry calculations42,43 were also carried out.

In this paper, we explore the possibility to scrutini
certain aspects of condensed phase molecularreaction dy-
namicsby means of multidimensional vibrational spectro
copy. Specifically, we will focus on isomerization reactio
as characterized by a symmetric double well poten
coupled to a heat bath. Having applications such as pro
transfer reactions in mind, tunneling processes are of v
importance for understanding the reaction dynamics. The
fect of tunneling can be seen in chemical reaction rates,44 in
microwave,45 IR,46,47 or electronic absorption spectra.48

From the theoretical point of view a reaction can
described in terms of nuclear wave packet dynamics.49 In
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principle, the motion of a wave packet in a double well p
tential carries all the information. Unfortunately, the wa
packet itself is not a physical observable and the profile o
is not so sensitive for a specific relaxation mechanism
topic which plays a central role in the condensed phase.
chemical reaction rate, on the other hand, is a physical
servable, but the change of the rate, e.g. with temperat
does not easily reveal microscopic details of the underly
mechanism. In this respect linear IR absorption or Ram
spectra may provide more information, such as the freque
of the tunneling splitting levels. However, in the condens
phase, transition rates between different levels usually can
unambiguously be extracted.

Both reaction rates and absorption spectrum are cha
terized by two-body~or two-time! correlation functions of
physical operators such as the probability density50,51and the
dipole operators.52 For any physical operatorA(q), whereq
is the molecular coordinate, the two-body correlation fun
tion is expressed aŝ@A(q(t)),A(q(0))#&, where^...& repre-
sents the ensemble average of the total system. The sig
in multidimensional spectroscopy are characterized
multibody ~multitime! correlation functions, e.g.
^@@A(q(t8)),A(q(t))#,A(q(0))#&. Studies of multidimen-
sional spectroscopy have demonstrated that a profile of
multibody correlation function is very sensitive to details
the Hamiltonian~see, e.g., Ref. 14! as well as to the initial
conditions.53 This implies that simulating multidimensiona
signals provides a very stringent test for the validity of
theoretical model. The reason can be found in the fact
the multibody correlation function is particularly sensitive
the anharmonicity of molecular motion. This can be seen
expanding the physical operator asA(q)5c1q1c2q2. For a
harmonic system, the leading order contribution in the tw
body case isc1

2^@q(t),q(0)#&, whereas in the three-bod
case it isc1

2c2^@@q(t8),q(t)#,q2(0)#&, due to the Gaussian
integral involved in the ensemble average. However, for
anharmonic system the leading order term in the three-b
case isc1

3^@@q(t8),q(t)#,q(0)#&. Here, sources of anharmo
nicity may include, e.g., the quadratic–linear coordinate

o

5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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pendence of the mode–mode or the system–bath coupl
We can discuss the same issue in the energy level re

sentation, which is commonly used to study optical respo
functions. Here, the physical operators are expressed by
creation and annihilation operators,aj

† andaj , respectively,
for the j th energy level. This notation is especially use
in a frequency domain analysis, since the combinat
of the creation and annihilation operators such
^@ajaj 11

† ,aj 11aj
†#& corresponds to combinations of lev

transitions at distinct frequencies. Similar to the coordin
representation, the leading-order contribution arises o
when some sort of anharmonicity, which triggers dephas
or transitions between more than two different energy lev
plays a role. Since multidimensional spectroscopy uses m
than two laser excitations, one can create many coherenc
investigate the mechanism of level transitions caused by
relaxation processes or the anharmonicity. Tunneling p
cesses in the energy level representation are characterize
pairs of states separated by the tunneling splitting. Since
gives rise to specific IR transitions multidimensional vibr
tional spectroscopy shall provide valuable information on
tunneling dynamics.

Traditionally, tunneling processes involved in chemic
reactions are studied in the coordinate representation44 em-
ploying, for example, the path integral54 or the quantum
Fokker–Planck equation approach.55 Although path integral
calculations of multitime correlation functions have be
performed, e.g., for a two-state system,56 the optical response
accompanying tunneling processes in multilevel system
more conveniently investigated by means of an appropr
quantum master equation for the reduced density operato
the energy level representation.57–60Regardless of the repre
sentation, the different approaches should describe the s
dynamics. However, in the case of optical response one
ally employs additional nontrivial approximations such
the rotating wave approximation, i.e., the various approac
are no longer equivalent. While such approximations mi
be fully justified for electronic transitions, they do not ne
essarily give an adequate description for IR transitions. A
was shown that multidimensional spectroscopy is very s
sitive to the details of the response functions,16 it can be
expected to provide a unique tool for studying the validity
the underlying equations of motion.

In this paper, we will address this issue by simulati
multitime correlation functions using a quantum mas
equation approach where energy and phase relaxation is
scribed in terms of the so-called Redfield tensor.57–60

Thereby we include bilinear and quadratic–linear syste
bath coupling for the Hamiltonian in the coordinate repres
tation. This gives rise to one- and two-quantum relaxat
and dephasing, but also to pure dephasing; these proce
are usually described by phenomenological times scalesT1 ,
T2 , and T2* , respectively.14 This corresponds to the Bloc
limit of the Redfield tensor. Recently, Tannor and Koh
have given an illuminating discussion of the various appro
mations to the Redfield tensor in terms of the phase sp
dynamics of a harmonic oscillator.61 In the present contribu
tion we will demonstrate that for the anharmonic doub
minimum potential, the Bloch limit and full Redfield dynam
Downloaded 18 Aug 2003 to 130.54.50.201. Redistribution subject to A
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ics can lead to significantly different signals in two
dimensional vibrational spectroscopy.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we w
introduce the model for the system–bath Hamiltonian. S
tion III summarizes the calculation of nonlinear respon
functions. Numerical results for equilibrium and nonequili
rium initial conditions are presented in Sec. IV. Conclusio
are summarized in Sec. V.

II. MODEL SYSTEM

We consider a one-dimensional system described b
reaction coordinateq and the following symmetric bistable
potential:

V~q!5
VB

q0
4 ~q2q0!2~q1q0!2, ~1!

where VB is the height of the barrier separating the tw
minima which are located at6q0 as shown in Fig. 1. All
other degrees of freedom of the total system, i.e., intram
lecular and solvent modes, will be comprised in a~effective!
harmonic bath with the system–bath interaction Hamilton
being of the form58

HSB5(
u

K (u)~q!F (u)~$Zj%!. ~2!

Here the operatorsK (u) and F (u) belonging to the system
and the bath, respectively. In principle one can write do
explicit expressions forHSB starting from a Taylor expansion
of the global potential energy surface. For proton trans
reactions, for instance, one can expect that intramolec
modes modulating the proton transfer distance will give
dominant contribution. The leading terms in Eq.~2! are of
linear and quadratic order with respect to the proton tran
coordinate. Note that the quadratic coupling is usually c
sidered to be of great importance for it leads to a promot
of the proton transfer by effectively reducing the reacti
barrier.58 A two-dimensional dissipative model explicitly in
cluding a promoting mode has been studied.62 However, in

FIG. 1. Potential Eq.~1! with the lowest eigenstate wave functions at th
respective eigenenergies forq050.77a0 and VB /hc53000 cm21. The
dipole-allowed IR transitions according to Eq.~15! are shown as well~in
cm21). The coordinate matrix elements are^0uqu1&50.71, ^0uqu3&50.16,
^1uqu2&50.18, ^1uqu4&50.06, ^2uqu3&50.5, ^3uqu4&50.40~in a0 .) Equa-
tion ~7! has been diagonalized using the Fourier Grid Hamiltonian met
~Ref. 77! using 1024 grid points in the interval@24a0 :4a0#. In the numeri-
cal solution of Eq.~6! the eight lowest states have been taken into acco
(v70/2pc56406 cm21).
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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order to keep the present model as simple as possible
that the information content of 2D IR spectroscopy can
clearly identified, we will use a one-dimensional descriptio
This is reasonable provided that the coupling to the bat
weak and the coupling strength is distributed over ma
modes.63

In the following we will take into account the bilinea
(L) and the quadratic–linear (Q) coupling, i.e., the sum in
Eq. ~2! contains two terms,u5(L,Q), with

K (L)~q!5q/q0 , ~3!

K (Q)~q!5~q/q0!2, ~4!

and

F (L/Q)~$Zj%!5(
j

\VjgL/Q~j!Z̃j . ~5!

Here Vj and gu(j) are the frequency and dimensionle
coupling strength, respectively, for thejth bath mode. Fur-
ther, we used dimensionless bath coordinatesZ̃j

5Zj(2M jVj /\)1/2.
Within second-order perturbation theory with respect

HSB and using the Markov approximation the equation
motion for the reduced statistical operator of the system,
r5trBr tot , can be written as58

]r

]t
52 i L̂ Sr2R̂r ~6!

with the Liouville superoperator for the system beingL̂S•
5@HS,•#/\. The effect of the system–bath interaction
contained in the~Redfield! relaxation superoperatorR̂. The
matrix elements ofR̂ in the basis of the eigenstates of th
system Hamiltonian, i.e.,

HSua&5F p2

2m
1V~q!G ua&5Eaua& ~7!

can be expressed in terms of the damping matrix

Gab,cd~v!5(
uu8

Kab
(u)Kcd

(u8)Cuu8~v! ~8!

as58–60

Rab,cd5dac(
e

Gbe,ed~vde!1dbd(
e

Gae,ec~vce!

2Gca,bd~vdb!2Gdb,ac~vca!. ~9!

Here,Kab
(u)5^auK (u)(q)ub& is the matrix element of Eq.~3!

or ~4! for the energy eigenstatesua& and ub&. In Eq. ~8! the
Fourier transform of the bath equilibrium correlation fun
tion has been introduced as@the imaginary part of the damp
ing matrix is neglected;n(v) is the Bose–Einstein distribu
tion function#

Cuu8~v!5p~11n~v!!~Juu8~v!2Juu8~2v!!, ~10!

which depends on the spectral density
Downloaded 18 Aug 2003 to 130.54.50.201. Redistribution subject to A
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Juu8~v!5v2(
j

gu~j!gu8~j!d~v2Vj!

'gugu8Q~v!v exp$2v/vc%. ~11!

To keep the matter simple we have assumed that there
single spectral density of Ohmic form with cut-off frequen
vc characterizing the linear and quadratic coupling.

It is well known that quadratic coupling leads topure
dephasing. In terms of the Redfield tensor this implies th
the damping function with frequency argument zero becom
important. To disentangle the effect of pure dephasing fr
that of two-quantum transitions we will characterize pu
dephasing by the parametergpd having the dimensions o
s21. To this end we write64,65

limv→0Cuu8~v!5gugu8gpd. ~12!

To summarize, the system–bath interaction is character
by four parameters, i.e.,gL , gQ , gpd, andvc .

The multilevel Redfield equations are often discuss
within two limiting cases, the simplest one being the Blo
limit which migrated from the field of nuclear magnetic res
nance spectroscopy into vibrational relaxation theory. It
sumes that populations and coherences within the den
matrix are completely decoupled such that

(
cd

Rab,cdrcd→~12dab!Rab,abrab1dab(
c

Raa,ccrcc .

~13!

Here Rab,ab and Raa,cc find a straightforward interpretation
as coherence dephasing and population relaxation rates
spectively, which in the limit of a two-level system lead
the well-knownT2 andT1 times. The validity of the Bloch
limit can be appreciated by looking at thesecular approxi-
mation to the equations of motion. Here, in the spirit of
rotating wave approximation, one retains only those terms
the right-hand-side which obeyuvab2vc8d8u50, i.e.,

(
cd

Rab,cdrcd→ (
c8d8

Rab,c8d8rc8d8 . ~14!

Apparently, the contributions kept in the Bloch limit surviv
the secular approximation. In addition, however, the rig
hand side of Eq.~14! mixes different coherence matrix ele
ments, i.e., a bath-inducedcoherence transfer~CT! rab

→rc8d8 occurs.66–69 Beyond the secular approximation th
bath-induced conversion of coherences into populatio
rab→rcc , and vice versa becomes possible as well.70,71

The primary example for the importance of non-Blo
terms leading to CT within the secular approximation is t
dissipative harmonic oscillator.61 Here the bilinear coupling
gives nonzero matrix elements ofKab

(L) for a5b61 (a
.b), i.e., CT likerab→ra61,b61 becomes possible. For th
quadratic–linear couplingKab

(Q)Þ0 holds for a5b62 (a
.b11) and fora5b. Consequently, CT proceeds likerab

→ra62,b62 . If both coupling mechanisms are simulta
neously present, Eq.~8! also contains cross-terms such
}Kaa61

(L) Kaa62
(Q) . Strictly speaking these contributions do n

survive the secular approximation. However, for a su
ciently strong system–bath coupling such thatRaa61,aa62
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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'v10 CT might still be possible. Indeed it has been sho
by using a quantum Fokker–Planck equation approach
such cross-terms can have a large impact on multidim
sional spectroscopic signals.16

The situation in the present double minimum system
different in several respects. First, we notice that as a co
quence of the symmetry we haveKab

(L)Þ0 for a52i ,(2i
11) andb52 j 11,(2j ) andKab

(Q)Þ0 for a52i ,(2i 11) and
b52 j ,(2j 11) with i , j 50,1,... . Thus in principle the num
ber of possible transitions is much larger than in the h
monic oscillator case. Second, in the case that bilinear
quadratic–linear system–bath coupling are considered s
rately, the conditions for the secular approximation a
hardly fulfilled due to the anharmonicity of the potentia
Third, and most importantly, the interplay between cro
terms in the interaction and the energy level structure
lead to an efficient CT even for a weak system–bath c
pling. Inspecting Fig. 1 we notice that this CT should invol
the tunneling doublets by virtue of processes liker2i ,2j

→r2i 11,2j ( i , j 50,1,...). Following the above-given rea
soning this requires thatR2i ,2j ,2i 11,2j'v2i 11,2i . In particular
the ground state tunneling splitting can become rather sm
e.g., for high barrier systems, such that even the orig
condition of the secular approximation will be almost fu
filled. At first sight it may appear as if this limit is of no
relevance in the context of ultrafast reaction dynamics. Ho
ever, in Sec. IV we will demonstrate that CT involving th
ground state doublet can have a dramatic influence on
spectroscopy of higher excited tunneling pairs where the
neling dynamics takes place on a much faster time scale

III. IR RESPONSE FUNCTION

The response of the molecular system to an external fi
E(r ,t) is conveniently described in terms of multitime co
relation functions. We will assume the matter–field intera
tion Hamiltonian to be of the form

HF~ t !52m0qE~ t !. ~15!

Thus only the one-dimensional system interacts via its dip
operatorm(q)5m0q with the field which is treated within
the long-wavelength limit. In third order with respect toE(t)
the polarization is given by52

P(3)~ t !5E
0

`

dt3dt2dt1 R(3)~ t3 ,t2 ,t1! E~ t2t3!

3E~ t2t32t2!E~ t2t32t22t1! ~16!

with the response function being defined as a function of
three time intervals between the interactions

R(3)~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5S i

\ D 3

m0
4 tr$qĜ~ t3!@q,Ĝ~ t2!@q,Ĝ~ t1!

3@q,r0###%. ~17!

HereĜ(t) is the Liouville space Green’s function andr0 is
the initial state density operator, normally being equal to
equilibrium statistical operator.R(3)(t3 ,t2 ,t1) can be calcu-
lated analytically, e.g., for the harmonic Brownian oscilla
model.4,5,11 Here we aim at a numerical simulation for th
Downloaded 18 Aug 2003 to 130.54.50.201. Redistribution subject to A
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system introduced in Sec. II. To simplify matters we w
assume that the trace over the bath degrees of freedom
be performed for each time interval separately.52 This implies
a phase randomization between the different propagation
tervals which allows us to write

Ĝ~ t !→ĜS~ t !5Q~ t !exp$2 i L̂ St2R̂t%. ~18!

In the following we will be interested in the informatio
contained inR(3)(t3 ,t2 ,t1) itself, i.e., we assume the impu
sive limit where the signal is proportional to the respon
function. For finite pulse envelopes, the signal depends
only on the pulse form but also on the experimental lay
due to the phase-matching condition.72 To characterize the
resonances inR(3)(t3 ,t250,t1) we will calculate the fre-
quency domain signal according to

S~V3 ,V1!5E
0

`

dt3dt1 eiV3t31 iV1t1 R(3)~ t3 ,t250,t1!.

~19!

The population dynamics will be investigated by means
the frequency-dispersed homodyne detected signal whic
defined as

Shom~V3 ,t2 ,t1!5U E
0

`

dt3 eiV3t3 R(3)~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!U2

. ~20!

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we will pursue two goals, i.e., to chara
terize the dissipative dynamics of the double minimum p
tential by means of the third-order IR response function a
at the same time, to compare Bloch limit~BL! and full Red-
field ~FR! theory. In order to validate a rotating wave a
proximation, Eq.~14!, uvab2vcdu21 for those terms which
are neglected should be much larger than a typical time s
for the dissipative evolution of the density matrix.58 As has
been discussed in Sec. II this condition might not be fulfill
in dissipative tunneling systems where the tunneling sp
tings can be of the order of a few tens of cm21. The param-
eters of the present simulation have been chosen such
highlight this issue. As an example we will consider the ca
q050.77a0 andVB /hc53000 cm21 shown in Fig. 1. If the
particle is assumed to have the mass of a proton these
rameters give rise to two tunneling doublets, i.e., for t
ground state withv10/2pc510 cm21 and for an excited
state withv32/2pc5296 cm21.

A. Equilibrium initial conditions

Let us consider the nonlinear IR response of the sy
metric potential of Fig. 1 starting from a canonical equili
rium density matrix at the temperatureT5300 K. In Fig. 2
the response functionR(3)(t3 ,t250,t1) is shown for the lin-
ear system–bath coupling case as obtained within the BL~a!
and from the FR equations~b!. The most striking observation
is that while in the BLR(3) is decaying within a few hundred
femtoseconds, in the FR case it does not decay within th
ps for which it is plotted along thet3 direction.

This unexpected behavior can be shown to be due
bath induced CT which comes into play because the tra
tion frequency associated with the tunneling doublet is rat
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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small, i.e.,uv102v01u/2pc520 cm21, and the related time
scale is long compared to that of the density matrix evo
tion. To see this let us consider the density matrix evolut
for the ground state tunneling doublet only. Taking into a
count CT terms and contributions with positive frequen
arguments in the damping matrix only one obtains

]

]t
r1052 iv10r102R10,10r102R10,01r01

52 iv10r1022iG10,01~v10!Im r10. ~21!

Here we made use of the fact thatR10,1052R10,01

'G10,01(v10). In the BL, on the other hand, one has

]

]t
r1052 iv10r102G10,01~v10!r10. ~22!

For a given initial condition both limits give comparab
results as long as the damping is small, i.e., the real
imaginary parts ofr10 simultaneously decay to zero. If th
coupling strength increases such that the associated de
ing rateG10,01 exceedsv10 the BL just gives some accelera
tion of the decay while the solution of the FR equations
qualitatively different. That is, because only Imr10 appears
on the right-hand side of Eq.~21!, the real and imaginary
parts ofr10 are treated rather differently which leads to

FIG. 2. ~Color! Third-order response functionR(3)(t3,0,t1) ~in arbitrary
units! as obtained for the system in Fig. 1 using the BL~a! and the FR tensor
~b!. The system–bath coupling parameters are:gL50.5, gQ50, gpd50, and
vc/2pc5500 cm21 (T5300 K). Notice that in the FR case the respon
functions becomes constant along both time axes.
Downloaded 18 Aug 2003 to 130.54.50.201. Redistribution subject to A
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overall deceleration of the decay with increasing coupl
strength. Solving Eq.~21! analytically for G10,01@v10 even
givesr10(t);Rer10(0)1 i Im r10(0)exp$22G10,01t%. For the
parameters used in Fig. 2 we haveR10,10/2pc570 cm21,
i.e., this limit is realized and the response function becom
a constant after some initial decay. Of course, this beha
merely demonstrates the breakdown of the second-order
turbation theory. However, to make the point this breakdo
is only observed when including coherence transfer into
equations of motion; the BL will give reasonable lookin
results even beyond the limits of its applicability.

Being aware of these problems we can turn to the r
effect of bath-induced CT and nonsecular relaxation dyna
ics. What comes to mind immediately is that CT might le
to the appearance of resonances which are otherwise no
servable. Provided that both the system–bath coupling
the dipole operator depend linearly on the reaction coo
nate only resonances at the dipole allowed transitions wil
observable, most notably atV1/35v30/v21. If we allow for
a quadratic dependence of the system–bath coupling on
reaction coordinate, bath-induced CT in principle shou
give new resonances by virtue of processes liker2i ,2j

→r2i ,2j 11 ( i , j 50,1,2,...) as discussed in Sec. II. Howev
they will not be directly observable due to the linearity of t
dipole operator.

In Fig. 3 we compareuS(V3 ,V1)u as obtained from the
BL @~a! and~b!# and the FR equations@~c! and~d!# including
linear and quadratic system–bath coupling, but neglecti
pure dephasing, i.e., the damping matricesGaa,bb(0) are
zero. Let us consider the region of the fundamental tran
tions 0→3 (v30/2pc51936 cm21) and 1→2 (v21/2pc
51630 cm21) @~a! and ~c!#. A typical Feynman diagram52

contributing to the diagonal peaks is shown in Fig. 4~a!. The
system–bath coupling parameters have been chosen
that both transitions have a comparable dephasing rate in
BL (R30,30/2pc519 cm21 and R21,21/2pc520 cm21). The
most notable difference to the FR signal is that for the la
the widths of the resonances are considerably reduce
seen from Fig. 3~c!. This is due to the coupled dynamics o
coherences, in the present case according to the CT me
nisms

r21 ——→
R21,20

r20 ——→
R20,21

r21,

r30 ——→
R30,31

r31 ——→
R31,30

r30.

The respective Redfield tensor elements areR21,20/2pc
5216 cm21 and R30,31/2pc525 cm21. Close inspection
of Eqs.~8! and~9! shows that the dominant contributions a
R21,20}gLgQq10(q11

2 2q22
2 ) and R30,31}gLgQq10(q00

2 2q33
2 ),

whereqab5^auqub& ~see the following!. For the symmetric
potential in Fig. 1 we haveq00

2 ;q11
2 but q22

2 ,q33
2 , since the

odd number state within the first excited tunneling doub
has its node atq50. Therefore, the effect of bath-induce
CT is more pronounced for the lower-frequency transiti
1→2. This modification giving aneffectivedamping is in-
deed strong enough to significantly change the relative
plitudes of the considered resonances. While all peaks sh
are of similar amplitude in the BL, there is a clear preferen
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. ~Color! Frequency domain signaluS(V3 ,V1)u for the BL @~a! and~b!# and using the FR tensor@~c! and~d!#. The relevant transition frequencies ar
v2151630,v3051936, andv325296 cm21. The system–bath parameters are:gL50.19, gQ53.0, gpd50, andvc/2pc5500 cm21. The normalization of
each panel is such that the amplitude for the strongest peak at about (v30 ,v30) ~a!, (v30 ,v32) ~b!, (v21 ,v21) ~c!, (v21 ,v32) ~d! is unity; the contours are
drawn at 0.1,0.2, ..., 0.8.
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for the (V1 ,V3)'(v21,v21) resonance in the FR case. S
multaneously, the off-diagonal peaks at (V1 ,V3)
;(v21,v30) and (v30,v21) take an elongated shape alon
the V3 andV1 axes, respectively.

Next we have a closer look at the positions of the re
nances. As anticipated there isno observable double-pea
structure of the individual peaks due to the tunneling sp
ting. Considering the diagonal peaks only, we notice t
there is, however, a shift in the peak position into the dir
tion of the IR forbidden transitions 0→2 (v20/2pc
51640 cm21) and 1→3 (v31/2pc51926 cm21). The di-
agonal peaks are observed at (1934,1934) cm21 and
(1635,1635) cm21, i.e., there is a shift of22 and15 cm21

for the 0→3 and 1→2 transitions, respectively. This is
manifestation of bath-induced CT contributions.

To understand the two effects of non-Bloch type rela
ation, i.e., change of the width and position of resonances
more detail, let us consider a three level system comprise
the statesu0&, u1&, u2& of the present model. Looking only a
the coherences and taking into account CT induced byR20,21

one can write down two coupled equations of motion forr21
Downloaded 18 Aug 2003 to 130.54.50.201. Redistribution subject to A
-

-
t
-

-
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andr20. Solving for r20, inserting the result into the equa
tion for r21, and invoking a Markov-type approximation on
obtains an equation of motion forr21 which contains an
effective frequency and damping:

v21
(eff)5v211~v202v21!

R21,20R20,21

~v202v21!
21R20,20

2 , ~23!

R21,21
(eff) 5R21,212R20,20

R21,20R20,21

~v202v21!
21R20,20

2 . ~24!

This result clearly shows that the non-Bloch terms lead t
decrease of the transition frequency as well as of the da
ing for the 1→2 transition. Note that for the 0→3 the fre-
quency shift is negative sincev30.v31.

In Fig. 3 we also compare the BL~b! with the solution of
the FR equations~d! for the case that in the second cohe
ence period, i.e., duringt3 , a low-frequency transition is
excited. In the present case the respective transition i
→3 (v32/2pc5296 cm21). Again we notice that the FR
dynamics is rather different from the BL. The fact that C
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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has a stronger influence on the 1→2 transition is reflected in
the narrowing of the respective~left! peak. This causes
considerable change in the amplitudes shifting the maxim
in panel ~d! to (V1 ,V3)'(v21,v32) while the two peaks
were of similar amplitude in the BL~b!. Closer inspection
shows that there is a small shift of the resonance posi
along theV1 axis due to CT processes related tov31 and
v20. However, the 2→3 transition is rather unaffected b
non-Bloch terms in the relaxation matrix. In fact, neither t
width nor the position along theV3 axis are appreciably
modified. This is not surprising since all possible transitio
for CT are far off-resonant.

In Fig. 5 we compare the BL~a! with the FR dynamics
~b! for a case where pure dephasing is included. The par
eters have been chosen such that the dephasing rate fo
1→2 transition does not change as compared to Fig. 3. T
amounts to changing the ratiogpd/gQ and thus the relative
importance of zero- and two-quantum transitions. As a c
sequence of the symmetry and its particularly pronoun
effect on the matrix elements ofq2 the dephasing rates an
therefore the relative magnitudes of the 1→2 and 0→3 tran-
sitions become different. This is reflected inS(V3 ,V1) al-
ready in the BL in Fig. 5~a!. Specifically, one obtains for th
pure dephasing contributionRab,ab

(pd) 5gpdgQ
2 (qaa

2 2qbb
2 )2.

Keeping only the dominant terms from the population rela
ation related dephasing one has

R21,21;uq10u2CLL~v10!1uq20
2 u2CQQ~v20!

1gpdgQ
2 ~q22

2 2q11
2 !2,

R30,30;uq10u2CLL~v01!1uq31
2 u2CQQ~v31!

1gpdgQ
2 ~q33

2 2q00
2 !2.

FIG. 4. Double sided Feynman diagrams contributing to the third-or
response function for the symmetric double minimum system in Fig. 1.~a!
Diagram which is influenced by the CT mechanism leading to the ‘‘dre
ing’’ of transition energies and dephasing rates as given in Eqs.~23! and
~24!. For the example in Fig. 3@~a! and ~c!# ( i 50,k53) and (i 51,k51)
holds for the diagonal peaks at (v30 ,v30) and (v21 ,v21), respectively.~b!–
~d! Typical diagrams relevant for the response after initial preparation in
superposition state (u2&1u3&)/& as shown in Fig. 6. Diagrams like~b!–~d!
are discussed as cases~i!–~iii ! in Sec. IV B.
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In the present simulation the first term is kept constant wh
the relative contribution from the second and third terms
varied. Apparently, ifRab,ab is dominated by pure dephasin
as in Fig. 5~a! the observed change in relative amplitudes
due toR21,21

pd /R30,30
pd .1. In passing we note that for the sam

reason the influence of pure dephasing onR10,10 is negligible
sinceq00

2 ;q11
2 .

Upon inclusion of all Redfield tensor elements the sa
effect as in the case with no pure dephasing~cf. Fig. 3! is
seen. However, here it approximately compensates for
redistribution of amplitudes introduced by pure dephasi
This is a consequence of the dependence of the CT Red
tensor elements on the ratiogpd/gQ which is different from
that of the elements responsible for coherence dephas
Noting that Rab,ad

(pd) 5gpdgLgQqbd(qdd
2 2qaa

2 ) and keeping

r

-

e

FIG. 5. ~Color! Same as Figs. 3~a! and 3~c! but with inclusion of pure
dephasing; BL—panel~a!, FR—panel~b!. The system–bath parameters ar
gL50.19, gQ51.1, gpd50.005, andvc/2pc5500 cm21.
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FIG. 6. ~Color! Homodyne signal Eq.~20! for a system initially prepared in the nonequilibrium state (u2&1u3&)/&. The BL@~a! and~b!# and the FR dynamics
@~c! and ~d!# is shown fort150 @~a! and ~c!# and t151000 fs@~b! and ~d!#. The relevant transitions frequencies are:v325296, v4351048, v2151630, and
v3051936 cm21. The system–bath parameters are:gL50.19,gQ53, gpd50, andvc/2pc5500 cm21. Notice that the rather strong resonance atV35v10 is
not shown for clarity.
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only dominant terms from the remaining contributions to E
~9! one obtains

R21,20;uq10u~q00
2 2q22

2 !@CLQ~v01!1gLgQgpd#,

R30,31;uq10u~q11
2 2q33

2 !@CLQ~v10!1gLgQgpd#.

Thus changinggpd/gQ will merely modify the relative con-
tributions of the two terms to the square brackets. The (qdd

2

2qaa
2 ) dependence responsible for the different behavio

the 1→2 and 0→3 transitions is not influenced. This resu
of course reflects the fact that mixed linear–quadratic in
actions are responsible for bath-induced CT. Cohere
dephasing, on the other hand, is due to linear–linear
quadratic–quadratic interactions.

B. Nonequilibrium initial conditions

In the following we will discuss the IR response functio
including population relaxation during thet2 period. As it
was shown previously,53 multidimensional spectroscopy ha
the capability to measure not only the position but also
momentum of a wave packet. Since a chemical reaction
cess is a movement of the wave packet and the dynam
starting from an equilibrium state are rather unspectacu
we focus on the time evolution of a nonequilibrium sta
Specifically, we assume that the system has been prepar
the superposition state (u2&1u3&)/& which is localized to
the right of the barrier. We envisage such a state, e.g., a
emerge from a laser control scheme or to be part of the in
state nuclear wave packet after some photoexcitation
cess.
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In Fig. 6 we show the homodyne signa
Shom(V3 ,t2 ,t1), in the spectral range also covered in Fig.
for the BL without @ t150, panel ~a!# and with @ t1

51000 fs, panel~b!# evolution during the first coherenc
period. We can distinguish three types of resonances wh
evolve during thet2 period in ~i! one of the states of the
ground state tunneling doublet,~ii ! one of the states of the
excited state tunneling doublet, and~iii ! some higher excited
~delocalized! above barrier state. Typical Feynman diagra
are shown in Figs. 4~b!–4~d!. In Fig. 6 these resonances giv
rise to peaks atV35v30 andv21 ~i!, V35v32 ~ii !, andV3

5v43 ~iii !. ~Notice that due to the linearity of the dipol
operator only the diagonal elements of the initial dens
matrix contribute to the signal.! As a consequence of th
larger transition dipole matrix elements,Shom(V3 ,t2 ,t150)
shown in Fig. 6~a! is dominated by type~ii ! and ~iii ! reso-
nances. Generally speaking the higher the quantum num
the faster will be the population relaxation for a consider
state. Consequently, the type~iii ! resonance atV35v43 de-
cays more rapidly along thet2 axis as compared to the typ
~ii ! resonance atV35v32. Since the dephasing rates in
crease as well for the higher excited states, allowing coh
ence evolution duringt1 leads to the disappearance of th
peaks in the order type~iii !, ~ii !, and finally~i!. Therefore, in
panel~b! the signal is dominated by the type~i! resonances a
V35v30 andv21.

The situation changes for the FR case as can be s
from the corresponding panels~c! and ~d! of of Fig. 6. As
discussed in the previous section, the resonance for th
→2 transition will be considerably narrowed due to CT.
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2163J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 4, 22 July 2003 Two-dimensional vibrational spectroscopy
Fig. 6~c! this compensates for the smaller transition dip
matrix element and—in contrast to Fig. 6~a!—the type ~i!
resonance atV35v21 is clearly observed. Inspection of th
resonance shows that the relaxation during thet2 period is
slowed down as well. Again the type~ii ! and~iii ! resonances
are the first to disappear if coherence evolution duringt1 is
included@Fig. 6~d!#.

As a consequence of the long decay time of theV3

5v21 resonance a slow modulation of the signal along thet2

axis can be clearly recognized. This feature, also presen
the V35v30 resonance and in the BL, is due to the damp
wave packet oscillation between left and right poten
wells; the oscillation period being determined by the splitti
of the excited state tunneling doublet. Viewed from anot
perspective, this is a manifestation of the isomerization re
tion dynamics in the two-dimensional IR signal.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In recent years multidimensional spectroscopy h
emerged as a powerful tool for investigating structural a
dynamical correlations in molecular systems. While previo
theoretical work had been focused on nonreactive situati
the present contribution is to our knowledge the first study
a condensed phase reactive multilevel system. Our emph
was put on the dynamics of a reaction coordinate moving
a symmetric double minimum potential under the influen
of a bilinear and a quadratic–linear system–bath coupl
For the sake of clarity the system parameters were cho
such that there were two pairs of states below the reac
barrier giving rise to symmetry-allowed transitions whi
could be easily distinguished. The situation is exempla
e.g., for proton transfer across weak H bonds.

Recent ultrafast experiments on H-bonded systems
vided evidence for subpicosecond phase and energy re
ation time scales.73–75The information about the time scale
is usually extracted from the experimental data using eith
Brownian oscillator description—in close analogy to t
treatment of electronic transitions—or a simple phenome
logical Bloch-typeT1 andT2 parametrization. As far as th
proton transfer reaction envisaged in the present work is c
cerned it is reasonable to assume that the phase and e
relaxation time scales are likely to be much shorter than
time scale for tunneling within the ground state doubl
Viewed from the perspective of a microscopic modeling, t
constellation is throwing some doubts on the applicability
the Bloch model.

This issue has been addressed here by comparing
dimensional IR signals from the full Redfield equations w
those obtained within the Bloch limit. The differences ha
been demonstrated to be striking; the most notable eff
being a reduction of the linewidths, the modification of re
tive amplitudes of resonance peaks, and the slowing dow
population relaxation. They can be traced back to the b
induced coherence transfer which becomes possible du
transitions which are resonant within the width of the sm
ground state tunneling splitting.

We would like to emphasize that this coherence trans
mechanism has an influence on the observation of the
neling reaction dynamics of vibrationally excited stat
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which usually will be much faster than the time scale
ground state tunneling. Further, it is important to note t
for the present symmetric system such coherence transf
caused by the combined effect of bilinear and quadrat
linear system–bath coupling. For the treatment of nonre
tive system the latter is normally not included, although
can lead to a distinct multidimensional signal as sho
recently.14 For the reactive case as encountered in pro
transfer systems, however, the quadratic interaction with b
modes in general cannot be neglected. Here such mode
known as gating modes for they can promote the pro
transfer by reducing the reaction barrier.58

The present results have been obtained under the
sumption of a weak system–bath coupling in the white no
limit. The most obvious improvement would start from a
enlarged system, i.e., by including a strongly coupled mo
explicitly into the relevant part which is then treated usi
Redfield theory.62,69,76 On the other hand, the quantum
Fokker–Planck equation approach has been shown to
suitable to incorporate Gaussian–Markovian h
baths.14,16,55Being formulated in phase space, however,
computational effort for including more than one degree
freedom into the relevant system becomes prohibitive. S
another alternative is given by a path integral formulation
the equilibrium correlation functions.56 Here one is restricted
to a few eigenstates of the relevant system. The succes
this approach therefore depends on the possibility to map
system–bath interaction onto a spectral density which gi
rise to short correlation times only. However, it is importa
to emphasize that relaxation processes induced by
quadratic–linear system–bath coupling in the coordinate r
resentation of the Hamiltonian are usually not taken into
count in the path integral approach. No matter what the s
cific approach is, multidimensional spectroscopy w
provide a stringent test of its validity when it comes to t
comparison with experimental data.
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